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Equations of Shimura Curves of Genus Two

Josep González and Victor Rotger

1 Introduction

LetBD be the indefinite quaternion algebra over Q of reduced discriminantD=p1· · · · ·p2r

for pairwise different prime numbers pi and let XD/Q be the Shimura curve attached to

BD. As it was shown by Shimura [23], XD is the coarse moduli space of abelian surfaces

with quaternionic multiplication by BD.

LetW = {ωm : m | D} ⊆ Aut Q(XD) be the group of Atkin-Lehner involutions. For

anym | D, we will denote X(m)
D = XD/〈ωm〉, the quotient of the Shimura curve XD, byωm.

The importance of the curves X(m)
D is enhanced by their moduli interpretation as curves

embedded in Hilbert-Blumenthal surfaces and Igusa’s threefold A2 (cf. [21, 22]).

The classical modular case arises whenD = 1. In this case, automorphic forms of

these curves admit Fourier expansions around the cusp of infinity and we know explicit

generators of the field of functions of such curves. Also, explicit methods are known to

determine bases of the space of their regular differentials, which are used to compute

equations for quotients of modular curves.

When D �= 1, the absence of cusps has been an obstacle for explicit approaches

to Shimura curves. Explicit methods to handle functions and regular differential forms

on these curves are less accessible and we refer the reader to [3] for progress in this re-

gard. For this reason, at present, few equations of Shimura curves are known, all of them

of genus 0 or 1 (cf. [6, 11, 13]). In addition, in a later work, Kurihara conjectured equa-

tions for all Shimura curves of genus two and for several curves of genera three and five,

though he was not able to give a proof for his guesses (cf. [14]).
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In this paper, we present equations for thirteen genus-two bielliptic Shimura

curves and their Atkin-Lehner quotients.

In particular, we prove that the equations suggested in [14] for X26, X38, and X58

are unconditionally correct. In turn, this has allowed us to explicitly determine the ker-

nel of Ribet’s isogeny J0(D)new → Jac(XD) and to prove that Ogg’s prediction in [17] is

also correct for these cases.

The remaining ten curves presented here are the only bielliptic curves X(m)
D ,m �=

1, of genus two. Phrased in other terms, this is the complete list of all genus-two curves

X
(m)
D whose hyperelliptic involution is not of Atkin-Lehner type. Note that a phenomenon

of this kind was already encountered in the modular setting by the curve X0(37). Our

method can also be used to determine equations for genus-two bielliptic Shimura curves

with nontrivial Γ0-level structure, of which there exist 89. For the sake of brevity, these

will not be considered in this work.

2 Explicit models of bielliptic curves of genus two

Proposition 2.1. Let C be a genus-two curve defined over a field k of characteristic not 2

or 3, and let w be its hyperelliptic involution. Assume that Autk(C) contains a subgroup

〈u1, u2 = u1 ·w〉 isomorphic to (Z/2Z)2 and denote by Cui
the elliptic quotient C/〈ui〉. If

the two elliptic curves

E1 : Y2 = X3 +A1X + B1,

E2 : Y2 = X3 +A2X + B2

(2.1)

are isomorphic to Cu1
and Cu2

, respectively, over k, then C admits a hyperelliptic equa-

tion of the form y2 = ax6 +bx4 +cx2 +d, where a ∈ k∗, b ∈ k are solutions of the following

system:

27a3B2 = 2A3
1 + 27B2

1 + 9A1B1b + 2A2
1b

2 − B1b
3,

9a2A2 = −3A2
1 + 9B1b +A1b

2,
(2.2)

c = (3A1 + b2)/(3a), d = (27B1 + 9A1b+ b3)/(27a2), and the involution u1 on C is given by

(x, y) �→ (−x, y). �

Proof. If C has a nonhyperelliptic involution u1 defined over k, then C/k admits an equa-

tion of the form

y2 = ax6 + bx4 + cx2 + d, a, b, c, d ∈ k, (2.3)
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and the involution u1 is given by (x, y) �→ (−x, y). Indeed, due to the fact that the mor-

phisms C → C/〈ui〉 are defined over k, there are ω1,ω2 ∈ H0(C,Ω1
C/k) such that u∗

1ω1 =

ω1 and u∗
1ω2 = −ω2. The functions x = ω1/ω2 and y = dx/ω2 must satisfy a relation of

the form y2 = f(x), where f ∈ k[x] has degree 5 or 6 and does not have double roots (see

[7, Proposition 2.1]). Then, u∗
1(x) = −x and u∗

1(y) = y. It follows that f(−x) = x and, in

particular, deg f = 6.

Given an equation for C as (2.3), the elliptic curves

C1 : Y2 = aX3 + bX2 + cX + d,

C2 : Y2 = dX3 + cX2 + bX + a
(2.4)

are k-isomorphic to Cu1
and Cu2

, respectively, due to the fact that the nonconstant mor-

phisms π1 : C → C1, (x, y) �→ (x2, y) and π2 : C → C2, (x, y) �→ (1/x2, y/x3) are defined over

k and satisfy πi ◦ ui = πi, i ≤ 2. Therefore, every curve Cui
is isomorphic over k to the

curve Y2 = X3 +Aui
X + Bui

, where

Au1
= −

b2

3
+ a · c,

Bu1
=
2b3

27
−
a · b · c
3

+ a2 · d,

Au2
= −

c2

3
+ b · d,

Bu2
=
2c3

27
−
b · c · d
3

+ a · d2,

(2.5)

and, thus, there exist µi ∈ k∗, i ≤ 2, such that

Aui
µ4

i = Ai,

Bui
µ6

i = Bi.
(2.6)

It can be easily checked that the curve

y2 = a
µ4

1

µ2
2

x6 + bµ2
1x

4 + cµ2
2x

2 + d
µ4

2

µ2
1

(2.7)

is k-isomorphic toC. The statement is an immediate consequence of rewriting the system

(2.5) for this equation, since a �= 0 and now Aui
= Ai, Bui

= Bi. �

Remark 2.2. Given two elliptic curves E1 and E2 over k and a group isomorphism ψ :

E1[2](k̄) → E2[2](k̄) which is not the restriction of an isomorphism between E1 and E2
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over k̄, [9, Proposition 4] yields a genus-two curve C/k̄ such that

JacC 	 (
E1 × E2

)
/
{(
P,ψ(P)

)
: P ∈ E1[2]

}
. (2.8)

In our case, when we consider the elliptic curves C1 and C2 defined over k and

the isomorphism of Gk-modules ψ : C1[2](k̄) → C2[2](k̄), (x, 0) �→ (1/x, 0), the formula

of the quoted proposition yields a curve which is shown to be isomorphic to C : y2 =

ax6 + bx4 + cx2 + d over k.

Hence, system (2.2) can be viewed as a different way to collect all curves C ob-

tained from all ψ as above. By [9, Proposition 3], if E1 �	 E2 over k̄, the system has six

different solutions (a, b, c, d) ∈ k̄4 and there is a unique solution defined over k if and

only if (E1 × E2)(k̄) has a unique nontrivialGk-stable subgroupG isomorphic to (Z/2Z)2,

and in this case, JacC = (E1 × E2)/G. Here, by the trivial Gk-stable subgroups we mean

E1[2](k̄) × {0} and {0} × E2[2](k̄).

3 Shimura curves of genus two

Let B be an indefinite quaternion algebra over Q of discriminantD and let XD denote the

Shimura curve attached to it. For any integer N ≥ 1, let X0(N) be the modular curve of

level N and J0(N) = Jac(X0(N)). By J0(N)new we will denote the new part of J0(N) viewed

as an optimal quotient of it. Ribet’s isogeny theorem establishes the existence of a Hecke

invariant isogeny

J0(D)new −→ Jac
(
XD

)
(3.1)

over Q, though its proof relies on the fact that both abelian varieties have the same L-

series and, therefore, is not explicit (cf. [18], see also [1]).

The problem of determining the possible kernels of the isogeny has been studied

by Ogg in [17], the underlying idea being that the knowledge of the group of connected

components of the Néron models of J0(D)new and Jac(XD) at a prime p | D yields nec-

essary conditions to be satisfied by the isogenies between them. As in [17], the compo-

nent groups of Jac(XD) can be handled by Raynaud’s method and the theory of Čerednik-

Drinfeld. However, the component groups of the optimal quotients J0(D)new were only

recently determined by Conrad and Stein in [4].

The aim of this section is to provide equations for the three Shimura genus-two

curves and to make Ribet’s isogeny explicit for these examples.
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Table 3.1

D XD

26 y2 = −2x6 + 19x4 − 24x2 − 169

38 y2 = −19x6 − 82x4 − 59x2 − 16

58 2y2 = −x6 − 39x4 − 431x2 − 841

Table 3.2

D CD c(D) |〈c(D)〉|
26 y2 = 13x6 + 10x4 − 3x2 − 4 (1/13) − (∞) 7

38 y2 = x6 + 2x4 + x2 + 76 (1/19) − (∞) 5

58 y2 = x6 + 6x4 − 7x2 + 16 (1/29) − (∞) 5

Theorem 3.1. The curves XD with D = 26, 38, and 58 are the unique Shimura curves of

genus two. Moreover,

(i) equations for the curves XD are given in Table 3.1;

(ii) in all of the three cases in Table 3.1, J0(D)new is the Jacobian of a genus-two

curve CD defined over Q and there are a cuspidal divisor c(D) in J0(D)new

and an exact sequence

0 −→ 〈
c(D)

〉 −→ J0(D)new −→ Jac
(
XD

) −→ 0. (3.2)

Equations for the curves CD, the cuspidal divisors c(D), and their orders are

given in Table 3.2. �

Proof. It follows from Ogg’s list of hyperelliptic Shimura curves (cf. [16]) thatD = 26, 38,

58 are the only values of D for which g(XD) = 2. These curves are bielliptic; more pre-

cisely, in Cremona’s notation, by [19], it follows that for these values ofD, XD/〈w2〉 is the

elliptic curve B2 of conductorD, while X26/〈w13〉, X38/〈w19〉, and X58/〈w58〉 are the ellip-

tic curves 26A1, 38A1, and 58A1, respectively. It can be checked that for these values ofD,

the classes of isomorphism over Q̄ of both curves are different. Applying Proposition 2.1,

we obtain that in all these cases, system (2.2) gives a unique genus-two curve defined

over Q, which is given in Table 3.1.

Let f1 and f2 be the two normalized newforms of S2(Γ0(D)) and let EA and EB

be the elliptic curves over Q which are the strong Weil curves in the classes of isogeny A
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and B, respectively. We know that J0(D)new and EA×EB are isogenous over Q. We compute

the following lattices of C:

Λi =

{ ∫
γ

fi(q)dq
q

: γ ∈ H1

(
X0(D),Z

)}
, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, (3.3)

and the lattice of C2:

Λ =

{( ∫
γ

f1(q)dq
q

,

∫
γ

f2(q)dq
q

)
: γ ∈ H1

(
X0(D),Z

)}
. (3.4)

We obtain (Λ1 ×Λ2)/Λ 	 (Z/2Z)2 with Λ being different from the lattices (1/2 ·Λ1) ×Λ2

andΛ1×(1/2·Λ2). This result implies that there exists a nontrivialGQ-stable subgroupG

of EA×EB isomorphic to (Z/2Z)2 such that J0(D)new = (EA×EB)/G. In consequence, by [9],

we know that J0(D)new is the Jacobian of a genus-two curve CD/Q (of course, forD = 26,

it was already known). Again, applying Proposition 2.1, we obtain a unique genus-two

curve defined over Q, which is given in Table 3.2. Note that equations for X0(26) were

already known (cf. [8]).

Now, we consider the morphism φ obtained as the composition of the following

morphisms defined over Q:

J0(D)new µ−−→ EA × EB
idA ×φB−−−−−−→ EA × EB2

ν−−→ Jac
(
XD

)
, (3.5)

where kerµ,kerν 	 (Z/2Z)2, idA is the identity on EA, and φB is the cyclic isogeny from

EB to EB2
. One can check (see [5]) that in all these cases, the group ker(idA ×φB) is a sub-

group of EA(Q) × EB(Q) of cardinality 7, 5, or 5 depending on whether D is 26, 38, or 58

and,moreover, this group is the unique subgroup of rational points of EA(Q)×EB(Q) with

such a cardinality. Since idA ×φB has odd degree, this morphism maps the kernel of µ̂ to

the kernel of ν because both kernels are the unique nontrivial GQ-stable subgroups iso-

morphic to (Z/2Z)2 in their abelian varieties. Then, there is a morphism φ ′ : J0(D)new →
Jac(XD) such that φ = [2]φ ′ and, thus, | kerφ ′| = | ker(idA ×φB)| = | ker(φB)|.

Since D is square-free, we recall that cuspidal divisors are rational points in

J0(D) and, in particular, in J0(D)new. The cuspidal divisors c(D) given in Table 3.2 have

orders 7, 15, and 35 in J0(D) for D = 26, 38, and 58, respectively. For the cases D = 38

and 58, we compute (
∫

c(D) f1(q)dq/q,
∫

c(D) f2(q)dq/q) ∈ Q ⊗Λ and check that its order in

(Q ⊗Λ)/Λ is 5. This concludes the proof. �
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Remark 3.2. The three equations agree with the equations suggested in [14]. Moreover,

Ogg suggested in [17, page 213] that the minimal degree of Ribet’s isogeny should be the

numerator of (p + 1)/12 whenever D = 2p. This agrees with Table 3.2. More precisely,

when D = 26, (0) − (1/2) + (1/13) − (∞) = 2(1/13) − 2(∞) in J0(26), which proves that the

prediction done by Ogg in [17] about the kernel of this isogeny is again right.

It can also be checked that for D = 26 and 38, the group 〈c(D)〉 is generated by

3(0) − 3(∞), while forD = 58, it is generated by (0) − (∞), and in all three cases the kernel

of the isogeny is a subgroup of 〈(0) − (∞)〉. It would be interesting to know whether the

pattern suggested by the examples holds in greater generality.

Remark 3.3. Theorem 3.1 provides an explicit model y2 = ax6 +bx4 + cx2 +d for X26, X38,

and X58 which is known to have a cusp singularity at the only point P∞ = [0 : 1 : 0] of in-

finity. A smooth model of the curve is obtained by blowing up the point; the preimages of

P∞ by the normalizing map are two points and the coordinates of everyone of them gen-

erate Q(
√
a). In the three cases above, Q(

√
a) is quadratic imaginary, as it was expected

since Shimura curves fail to have real points [24].

4 Explicit models of Atkin-Lehner quotients of Shimura curves

Let D = p1 · · · · · p2r, r ≥ 1, and let m | D. Let X(m)
D = XD/〈ωm〉 be the quotient of the

Shimura curve XD by the Atkin-Lehner involutionωm.

Let T = 〈T�,ωp : 
 � D, p | D〉Q and T = 〈T �,ωp : 
 � D, p | D〉Q denote the Hecke

algebras regarded as T = EndQ(Jac(XD)) ⊗ Q and T = EndQ(J0(D)new) ⊗ Q, respectively.

Ribet’s isogeny Jac(XD) → J0(D)new provides an isomorphism between the vector spaces

of regular differentials and identifies T� with T � and ωm with µ(m)ωm for any m | D,

where µ(m) = (−1)�{primes p|m}.

Lemma 4.1. The genus of X(m)
D is two if and only if

(D,m) ∈ {
(35, 5), (39, 3), (51, 17), (55, 11), (57, 3), (62, 31), (65, 5), (65, 13), (69, 23),

(74, 2), (74, 37), (82, 2), (85, 5), (85, 85), (86, 2), (86, 43), (87, 3), (91, 91),

(93, 93), (94, 47), (106, 2), (115, 115), (118, 2), (122, 61), (123, 123), (129, 43),

(141, 141), (142, 2), (142, 142), (155, 155), (158, 158), (161, 161), (166, 83),

(178, 178), (183, 183), (237, 79), (254, 254), (326, 326), (446, 446)
}
.

(4.1)
�
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Proof. Assume that the pair (D,m) is such that g(X(m)
D ) = 2. Since Aut(Xm

D ) ⊇ W/〈ωm〉 	
(Z/2Z)2r−1 and the curves of genus two contain at most two copies of the cyclic group of

order 2, it follows that necessarily r = 1 and hence,D = p · q.

Let 
 � D be a prime of good reduction of the curve. Following [16, Section 5],

we obtain ϕ(D)(
 − 1)/12 ≤ |X̃D(F�2)| ≤ 2|X̃
(m)
D (F�2)|, where X̃D denotes the special fiber

of Morita’s integral model of XD over Z�. Since X̃(m)
D is hyperelliptic, it admits a map of

degree 2 onto the projective line and hence |X̃
(m)
D (F�2)| ≤ 2(
2 + 1). Thus,

ϕ(D) ≤ 48
(

2 + 1

)

 − 1

. (4.2)

Since g(X6) = 0, we may choose either 
 = 2 or 
 = 3 and hence,ϕ(D) ≤ 240. A computation

of genera now yields the lemma. �

Proposition 4.2. A Shimura curve X(m)
D of genus two admits a bielliptic involution if and

only if

(D,m) ∈ {
(91, 91), (123, 123), (141, 141), (142, 2), (142, 142),

(155, 155), (158, 158), (254, 254), (326, 326), (446, 446)
}
.

(4.3)

In all these ten cases, the hyperelliptic involution w on X(m)
D is not an Atkin-

Lehner involution and Aut(X(m)
D ) = 〈w〉 ×W/〈ωm〉 	 Z/2Z × Z/2Z. �

Proof. By the same arguments as in [20, Proposition 1], since Jac(X(m)
D ) is isogenous to a

product of simple abelian varieties of real GL2 type, it follows that the group of automor-

phisms of X(m)
D is abelian and only contains involutions defined over Q.

As it is checked from the genus formulas in [16], the ten cases in (4.3) are ex-

actly those of Lemma 4.1 for which the single Atkin-Lehner involution u in W/〈ωm〉 ⊆
Aut(X(m)

D ) is not the hyperelliptic involution w, and hence is bielliptic. Since 〈w,u〉 ⊆
Aut(X(m)

D ) 	 (Z/2Z)s for some s ≥ 1 and g(X(m)
D ) = 2, it follows that s ≤ 2 and hence,

s = 2.

For the 29 remaining cases not quoted in Proposition 4.2, the single Atkin-Lehner

involution inW/〈ωm〉 ⊆ Aut(X(m)
D ) is the hyperelliptic involution of the genus-two curve

X
(m)
D . We know from Kuhn [12] that every quotient of a genus-two curve C/Q by a non-

hyperelliptic involution defined over Q has a rational point and thus, is an elliptic curve

over Q.
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Table 4.1

D = p · q m X
(m)
D X

(m)
D /〈ωq〉 X

(m)
D /〈w · ωq〉

91 = 7 · 13 91 y2 = −x6 + 19x4 − 3x2 + 1 91B1 91A1

123 = 3 · 41 123 y2 = −9x6 + 19x4 + 5x2 + 1 123A1 123B1

141 = 3 · 47 141 y2 = 27x6 − 5x4 − 7x2 + 1 141A1 141D1

142 = 2 · 71 2 y2 = −16x6 − 87x4 − 146x2 − 71 142A1 142D2

142 = 2 · 71 142 y2 = 16x6 + 9x4 − 10x2 + 1 142A1 142B1

155 = 5 · 31 155 y2 = 25x6 − 19x4 + 11x2 − 1 155A1 155C1

158 = 2 · 79 158 y2 = −8x6 + 9x4 + 14x2 + 1 158A1 158B1

254 = 2 · 127 254 y2 = 8x6 + 25x4 − 18x2 + 1 254A1 254C1

326 = 2 · 163 326 y2 = x6 + 10x4 − 63x2 + 4 326B1 326A1

446 = 2 · 223 446 y2 = −16x6 − 7x4 + 38x2 + 1 446B1 446A1

Among these 29 curves, it turns out by checking Cremona tables that their Jaco-

bians are all simple over Q except for (D,m) = (57, 3), (106, 2), and (118, 2). Indeed, this

follows from the fact that these are the unique three cases such that there exist two dif-

ferent isogeny classes of elliptic curves of conductor D which are invariant by µ(m)ωm.

It is then clear that these 26 curves X(m)
D whose Jacobian is simple over Q cannot be biel-

liptic. As the values (D,m) = (57, 3), (106, 2), and (118, 2) are concerned, there are exactly

two isogeny classes of elliptic curves of levelDwhich are invariant by µ(m)ωm, namely,

57B, 57C; 106A, 106C; 118B, 118C, respectively. For each possible choice of elliptic curves E

and E ′ in these two isogeny classes, the abelian surface E×E ′ contains no nontrivialGQ-

stable subgroups isomorphic to (Z/2Z)2. In other words, system (2.2) admits no rational

solution and therefore, X(m)
D cannot be a bielliptic curve. �

Theorem 4.3. Equations for the curves in Proposition 4.2 and their elliptic quotients are

given in Table 4.1. Moreover, for all these equations, the action of wq on them is (x, y) �→
(−x, y). �

Proof. We note that, in all ten cases, it follows from Proposition 4.2 that m = D except

for the single case (D,m) = (142, 2). Hence, the class of ωq in Aut(X(m)
D ) is the unique

bielliptic involution of the curve that is of Atkin-Lehner type. We have split the proof

into five parts in order to ease its reading.

Step 1(isogeny and isomorphism classes of the elliptic quotients). Firstly, we determine

the isogeny classes of the elliptic curves E = X
(m)
D /〈ωq〉 and E ′ = X

(m)
D /〈w · ωq〉 of con-

ductorD. There are exactly two normalized newforms f, f ′ for Γ0(D) with rational Fourier
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coefficients whose signs of the eigenvalues for the action of the Atkin-Lehner involutions,

depending on whetherm = D orm = p, are the following:

m = D ωp ωq

f − −

f′ + +

m = p ωp ωq

f − −

f′ − +

Then, the elliptic curves E and E ′ are isogenous toAf andA ′
f over Q, respectively.

An examination of the ten cases shows that, for (D,m) ∈ {(141, 141), (142, 142), (158, 158),

(326, 326), (446, 446)}, the isomorphism classes of E and E ′ over Q are determined because

every isogeny class contains a single isomorphism class. These are quoted in Table 4.1.

For the remaining cases, we have the possibilities listed in Table 4.2.

Step 2 (candidate equations). We now proceed to determine a finite set of candidate

equations for the ten curves X(m)
D . We do so by applying Proposition 2.1 to every possi-

ble pair (E, E ′) obtained in Step 1. For every pair, it turns out that system (2.2) yields

one rational solution. This means that, in the five cases (D,m) where there is a single

possibility for (E, E ′), we have already determined an equation for the curve X(m)
D , as

quoted in Theorem 4.3. In the five remaining cases, we obtain the candidates listed in

Table 4.3. These equations have been computed such that the bielliptic involution ωq

acts as (x, y) �→ (−x, y) and hence its two fixed points are those whose x-coordinates are

0. We devote the rest of the proof to discard the wrong equations for X(m)
D in Table 4.3 by

using suitable sieves.

Step 3 (the sieve of Heegner points fixed by the involutions). We only consider in this

part the four cases when m = D. From Proposition 4.2, Aut(X(D)
D ) = 〈ωq, w〉. The two

fixed points P, Q of ωq acting on X(D)
D are the projection from XD onto X(D)

D of the four

points fixed by ωp, when we regard it as an automorphism of XD. When h(−4p) = 1, it

follows from the class field theory on Heegner points (cf. [10]) that P,Q ∈ X(D)
D (Q). When

h(−4p) = 2, it follows that P,Q ∈ X(D)
D (K), where K is a quadratic field such that K(

√
−p) is

the Hilbert class field of Q(
√

−p). We thus obtain that, when (D,m) = (91, 91), (123, 123),

or (254, 254), the fixed points P,Q lie on X(D)
D (Q), whereas when (D,m) = (155, 155), P,Q ∈

X
(155)
155 (K) for either K = Q(

√
5) or K =Q(

√
−1).

On the other hand, on the bielliptic model ay2 = bx6+cx4+dx2+e, the coordinates

of the two points fixed byωq generate Q(
√
e/a). This allows us to discard the equations

for C91,3, C123,2, C155,2, and C254,3. Thus, we have already determined an equation for

X
(123)
123 and X(155)

155 .
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Table 4.2

(D,m) E E′

(91,91) B1,B2,B3 A1

(123,123) A1,A2 B1

(142,2) A1 D1,D2

(155,155) A1,A2 C1

(254,254) A1,A2,A3 C1

Table 4.3

(D,m) (E,E′) C : ay2 = f(x)

(91,91)

(B1,A1) C91,1 : y2 = −x6 + 19x4 − 3x2 + 1

(B2,A1) C91,2 : y2 = 91x6 + 43x4 + 9x2 + 1

(B3,A1) C91,3 : 5y2 = 2401x6 − 403x4 + 3x4 − 1

(123,123)
(A1,B1) C123,1 : y2 = −9x6 + 19x4 + 5x2 + 1

(A2,B1) C123,2 : y2 = 1681x6 − 419x4 + 35x2 − 1

(142,2)
(A1,D1) C142,1 : y2 = 8x6 + 33x4 + 22x2 + 1

(A1,D2) C142,2 : y2 = −16x6 − 87x4 − 146x2 − 71

(155,155)
(A1,C1) C155,1 : y2 = 25x6 − 19x4 + 11x2 − 1

(A2,C1) C155,2 : 3y2 = 961x6 − 483x4 − 45x2 − 1

(254,254)

(A1,C1) C254,1 : y2 = 8x6 + 25x4 − 18x2 + 1

(A2,C1) C254,2 : y2 = 127x6 − 461x4 − 51x2 + 1

(A3,C1) C254,3 : 71y2 = x6 − 76888x4 − 891x2 + 2

Step 4 (the real points sieve). Shimura proved in [24] that XD(R) = ∅. Later, Ogg [16]

studied the question whether the Atkin-Lehner quotients of Shimura curves admit real

points. Namely, he proved that X(m)
D (R) �= ∅ if and only if (m/p) �= 1 for all p | D, p � m.

Since (2/71) = 1, we deduce that X(2)
142(R) = ∅ and hence X(2)

142 	 C142,2 over Q.

Step 5 (the Čerednik-Drinfeld sieve). We recall the theory of Čerednik-Drinfeld on the

bad reduction of the Atkin-Lehner quotients X(m)
D at a fixed prime p | D (cf. [2, 11, 13, 17]).

Let Kp denote the quadratic unramified extension of Qp and let Rp be its ring of

integers. Over Kp, the curves XD are generalized Mumford curves that admit a p-adic
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uniformization by a Schottky group which is often non-torsion-free. In the terminology

of [11], these are called admissible curves.

Let h(δ, ν) denote the class number of a quaternion Eichler order of level ν in a

quaternion algebra of discriminant δ over Q. As shown in [13], XD admits a proper but

often nonregular integral model XD over Rp whose special fibre X̃D/Fp2 is the union of

2h(D/p, 1) irreducible rational components meeting transversally at a total number of

h(D/p, p) points. The intersection points of the special fibre are the only possible non-

regular points of XD and the only allowed multiplicities are m = 1, 2, and 3. The reduc-

tion type of XD at p is described by a weighted graph by interpreting each component

as a vertex, an intersection point P between two components as an edge joining the two

vertices, and the multiplicitym of P as the weight of the edge.

For every prime q ≤ 13, it turns out that the dual graph of Xpq at p consists of

exactly two vertices joined by g(Xpq) + 1 edges.

Moreover, the Atkin-Lehner involution ωpq lifts to XD and switches the two ver-

tices and the quotient graph consisting of a single vertex with several loops of multi-

plicity 1, 2, or 3 around it. In consequence, the special fibre of XD/〈ωpq〉 has a single and

possibly singular irreducible component. After blowing up the nonregular closed points

of XD/〈ωpq〉 as in [13, page 288], we deduce that any two irreducible components of the

special fibre of the minimal regular model of X(m)
D meet at most at two different intersec-

tion points.

We can contrast this information with the explicit computation of the reduction

type of the equations in Table 4.3 at the primes p | D. This can be accomplished by means

of Liu’s package genus2reduction, that computes the minimal regular model of any curve

of genus two over Q over Z[1/2].

The reduction types of C91,1 and C91,2 at p = 7 are I{1−1−0} and I{1−1−1}, respec-

tively. It follows from [15] that the former is the symbol for a single irreducible ratio-

nal component with two nodes while the latter corresponds to two rational components

meeting at three points. Hence, we discard C91,2 and conclude that X(91)
91 	 C91,1. Simi-

larly, the reduction types of C254,1 and C254,2 at p = 127 are I{1−1−0} and I{1−1−1}, respec-

tively. This allows us to show that X(254)
254 	 C254,1. �
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